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ABSTRACT
In order to guarantee that real-time systems meet their timing specification, static execution time bounds need to be calculated. Not
considering execution time predictability led to architectures which
perform well in the average case, but require very pessimistic assumptions when bounding the worst-case execution time (WCET).
Computer architecture design is driven by simulations of standard benchmarks estimating the expected average case performance.
The design decisions derived from this design methodology do not
necessarily result in a WCET analysis-friendly design. Aiming
for a time-predictable computer architecture, we propose to employ WCET analysis techniques for the design space exploration of
processor architectures. We exemplify this approach by a WCET
driven design of a cache for heap allocated objects.
Depending on the main memory properties (latency and bandwidth), different cache organizations result in the lowest WCET.
The evaluation reveals that for certain cache configurations, the analyzed hit rate is comparable to the average case hit rate obtained
by measurements. We believe that an early architecture exploration
by means of static timing analysis techniques helps to identify configurations suitable for hard real-time systems.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The correctness of (hard) real-time systems depends on whether
they meet their timing specification. In order to provide formal
correctness guarantees, it is hence essential to obtain reliable upper
bounds on the execution time of tasks. Computing the worst-case
execution time (WCET) requires both a precise model of the architecture’s timing and static program analysis to build a model of
possible execution traces. As it is usually infeasible to analyze each
execution trace on its own, abstractions of the timing relevant state
of the hardware need to be computed.
Architectures with predictable timing support precise timing analysis, and consequently allow one to build precise abstractions of
the timing relevant hardware state. Architectural features which
do provide a speedup according to measurements, but which are
intractable to be analyzed precisely, are unfavorable for hard real-
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time systems.1 If there is a large gap between the observed and
analyzed execution time, systems need to be over-dimensioned to
provide formal guarantees. This is a waste of resources, not only in
terms of silicon and power, but also in the sense that unnecessarily
complex timing models are difficult to build and verify. Moreover,
if static analysis is not able to provide tight bounds, the chances
that relevant industries accept formal timing verification methods
are decreased.
In order to build predictable architectures, static WCET analysis
should be performed in an early stage of the architecture’s design,
in the same way benchmarks provide guidelines for building architectures which perform well in average-case measurements. In this
paper, we discuss this methodology on the example of a data cache
designed for predictability, the object cache. Common organizations of data caches are usually difficult to analyze in a static way.
Standard data caches map the address of a datum to some location
in the cache. But inferring the address of heap-allocated data is
very difficult: The address assigned to an object at creation time
depends on the allocator state and the allocation history. As data
might be shared between threads, the address is not necessarily in
control of the analyzed task. Furthermore, in the presence of a compacting real-time garbage collector, the address is modified during
the object’s lifetime. If the cache line depends on the address, it is
therefore intractable to determine whether fields of distinct objects
are mapped to different cache lines. Consequently, it is hard to find
suitable abstractions for the state of the cache, and to obtain precise
execution time bounds.
References in Java are often thought of as pointers, but are actually higher-level constructs. The JVM has the freedom to decide on
the implementation and the meaning of a reference. Two different
implementations of object references are common: either directly
pointing to the object store or using an indirection to point to the
object store. This indirection is commonly named handle. With
an indirection, relocation of an object by the garbage collector is
simple, because only a single pointer needs to be updated. With a
direct reference to the store of the object field access is faster, but
relocation of an object needs to update all references to the object.
Early implementations of a JVM used the indirection, but current
optimized JVMs prefer direct pointers. For a real-time JVM, compaction of the heap is mandatory and the constant time operation of
updating a single location is preferable.
In this paper, we investigate the design of an object cache that
uses handles as indices into the cache. As the cache is directly
1 While any deterministic feature can be modeled accurately, without suitable abstractions the state space becomes too large to explore every possible behavior. Similar effects occur during testing,
where a large state space makes exhaustive testing impossible.

indexed by handles, the indirection is eliminated on a cache hit.
Handles can be reused when the object they have been pointing
to is garbage. In this case, the corresponding entry in the object
cache has to be invalidated, as otherwise fields of the dead object
would be interpreted as cached fields of the new object. Caching
the translation of an object identifier to the actual object address
is similar to a translation loookahead buffer (TLB) for a virtual
memory system. It can be implemented as part of the object cache
or as a stand alone cache. When the object cache performs well, the
pressure on an efficient translation cache is reduced; only misses in
the object cache need a translation. Caching of this translation is
not the topic of the paper though.
The proposed object cache is fully-associative, which implies
that the cache analysis does not need to know the address of a
handle. How does this organization help to increase predictability? Suppose it is known that some method operates on a set of
k ≤ N objects, where N is the associativity of the object cache. The
analysis is now able to infer that within this method, each handle
will be a cache miss at most once. With a standard data cache, in
contrast, this is impossible without knowing the memory address
of each handle.
For the hardware designer, it is important to find a tradeoff between low resource usage and good performance. For average case
performance, the standard methodology is to build a simulator collecting statistics, and run it on a set of benchmarks covering the
expected use cases. As can be seen from the example of standard
data caches, this will not necessarily lead to an analysis-friendly
design. Therefore, we explore another design methodology in this
paper, using WCET analysis techniques to investigate a good cache
design. This complements the average case statistics collected earlier and presented in a technical report [11].2
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the following
two sections background on WCET analysis, data cache splitting
and related work on object caches are described. Section 4 discusses different organizations of the object cache. Section 5 gives
an introduction data cache analysis for WCET calculation, presents
the static analysis for the object cache and discusses pitfalls in
WCET driven architecture evaluation. Section 6 introduces the
evaluation methodology and presents the set of benchmarks used
to evaluate the object cache. The results of the evaluation as well
as the implications for our data cache design are presented. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2.

BACKGROUND

Computing the WCET of a piece of code amounts to solving the
problem of maximizing the execution time over all possible initial
hardware states and execution traces. WCET analysis is concerned
with two problems: Identifying the set of instruction sequences
which might be executed at runtime (path analysis), and bounding
the time needed to execute basic blocks (low-level analysis).
As it is usually intractable to enumerate all possible execution
traces, an implicit representation that over-approximates the set of
valid execution paths has to be used. The implicit path enumeration
technique (IPET) [8], restricts the set of valid instruction sequences
paths by imposing linear constraints on the execution frequency of
control flow graph (CFG) edges.
In addition to the representation of all execution traces, the execution time of basic blocks is needed to compute the WCET. To
obtain precise timings, the set of possible states of hardware components such as the data cache needs to be restricted. In particular,
2 A paper for that average case statistics of the object cache, based
partly on the technical report, is under submission.

we need to know how often some access to the cache is a hit or
miss.
The most widespread strategy used to calculate the WCET bound
statically relies on dataflow analysis frameworks and integer linear
programming (ILP). It proceeds in several stages: First, the call
graph and control flow graph (CFG) of the task are reconstructed.
Several dataflow analyses are run to gather information on the type
of objects, values of variables, and loop bounds. This is followed by
an analysis of hardware components, most prominently cache and
pipeline analysis. Given the WCET of each basic block, and a set of
linear constraints restricting the set of feasible execution paths, an
ILP solver is used to find the maximum cost. The maximum cost is
an upper bound for the WCET. The solution to the ILP problem assigns each basic block an execution frequency. Therefore, one only
obtains a set of worst-case paths, not one valid execution trace. For
the evaluation of the object cache we adapted the WCET analysis
tool WCA [14].
With respect to caching, memory is usually divided into instruction memory and data memory. This cache architecture was proposed in the first RISC architectures [6] to resolve the structural
hazard of a pipelined machine where an instruction has to be fetched
concurrently to a memory access. This division enabled WCET
analysis of instruction caches.
In former work we have argued that data caches should be split
into different memory type areas to enable WCET analysis of data
accesses [10, 13]. We have shown that a JVM accesses quite different data areas (e.g., the stack, the constant pool, method dispatch
table, class information, and the heap), each with different properties for the WCET analysis. For some areas, the addresses are
statically known; some areas have type dependent addresses (e.g.,
access to the method table); for heap allocated data the address is
only known at runtime.
When accessing statically unknown addresses, it is impossible
to predict which cache line from one way is affected by the access.
From the analysis’ point of view, a n-way set-associative cache is
reduced to n cache lines when all addresses are unknown. Simpler cache organizations than a fully associative cache are therefore
pointless for the analysis. However, such caches are expensive and
must therefore be kept small. In contrast, accesses to datums with
statically known addresses can be classified as hits or misses even
for simple direct-mapped caches. For such a cache, accessing an
unknown address would void information about all other accesses.
Therefore, splitting the cache simplifies the static analysis and allows for a more precise hit/miss classification. For most data areas
standard cache organizations are a reasonable fit. Only for heap allocated data we need a special organization – the object cache for
objects and a solution that benefits mainly from spatial locality for
arrays. The WCET analysis driven exploration of the object cache
organization is the topic of this paper.
The object cache is intended for embedded Java processors such
as JOP [9], jamuth [15], or SHAP [20]. Within a hardware implementation of the Java virtual machine (JVM), it is quite easy to distinguish between different memory access types. Access to object
fields is performed via bytecodes getfield and putfield; array
accesses have their own bytecode and also accesses to the other
memory areas of a JVM. The instruction set of a standard processor contains only untyped load and store instructions. In that case a
Java compiler could use the virtual memory mapping to distinguish
between different access types.

3.

RELATED WORK

One of the first proposals of an object cache [17] appeared within
the Mushroom project [18]. The Mushroom project investigated
hardware support for Smalltalk-like object oriented systems. The
cache is indexed by a combination of the object identifier (the handle in the Java world) and the field offset. Different combinations,
including xoring of the two fields, are explored to optimize the hit
rate. The most effective generation of the hash function for the
cache index was the xor of the upper offset bits (the lower bits are
used to select the word in the cache line) with the lower object
identifier bits. When considering only the hit rate, caches with a
block size of 32 and 64 bytes perform best. However, under the
assumption of realistic miss penalties, caches with 16 and 32 bytes
lines size result in lower average access times per field access. This
result is a strong argument against just comparing hit rates.
A dedicated cache for heap allocated data is proposed in [16].
Similar to our proposed object cache, the object layout is handle
based. The object reference with the field index is used to address
the cache – it is called virtual address object cache. Cache configurations are evaluated with a simulation in a Java interpreter and the
assumption of 10 ns cycle time of the Java processor and a memory
latency of 70 ns. For different cache configurations (up to 32 KB)
average case field access times between 1.5 and 5 cycles are reported. For most benchmarks the optimal block size was found to
be 64 bytes, which is quite high for the relatively low latency (7
cycles) of the memory system. The proposed object cache is also
used to cache arrays, whereas our object cache is intended for normal objects only. Array accesses favor a larger block size to benefit
from spatial locality. Object access and array access are quite different from the WCET analysis point of view. The field index for an
object access is statically known, whereas the array index usually
depends on a loop iteration.
Wright et al. propose a cache that can be used as object cache
and as conventional data cache [19]. To support the object cache
mode the instruction set is extended with a few object oriented instructions such as load and store of object fields. The object layout
is handle based and the cache line is addressed with a combination of the object reference (called object ID) and part of the offset
within the object. The main motivation of the object cache mode is
in-cache garbage collection of the youngest generation.
The object caches proposed so far are optimized for average case
performance. It is common to use a hash function by xoring part
of the object identifier with the field offset in order to equally distribute object within the cache. However, this hash function defeats
WCET analysis of the cache content. In contrast, our proposed object cache is designed to maximize the ability to track the cache
state in the WCET analysis.
Design space exploration based on WCET analysis is presented
in [5]. Given a reference application, the best processor and memory configuration can be selected based on the calculated WCET.
The authors present a simplified version of the aiT WCET analysis tool to speedup the evaluation. In contrast to this approach,
we do not want to select the best architecture for an application,
but use WCET analysis techniques to provide a detailed analysis of
the object cache performance, aiming to find a suitable design for
embedded hard real-time systems. We use the WCET analysis tool
WCA [14], which supports Java for a Java processor.

4.

THE OBJECT CACHE

The object cache architecture is optimized for WCET analysis
instead of average case performance. To track individual cache
lines symbolically, the cache is fully associative. Without know-

ing the address of an object, all cache lines in one way map to a
single line in the analysis. Therefore, the object cache contains
just a single line per way. Instead of mapping blocks of the main
memory to those lines, whole objects are mapped to cache lines.
The index into the cache line is the field index. To compensate for
the resulting small cache size with one cache line per way, we also
explore quite large cache lines. To reduce the resulting large miss
penalty we also consider to fill only the missed word into the cache
line. To track which words of a line contain a valid entry, one valid
bit per word is added to the tag memory.
The object cache is a data cache with cache lines indexed by
unique object identifiers (the Java reference). The object cache is
thus similar to a virtually-addressed cache, except that the cache
index is unique and therefore there are no aliasing issues (different object identifiers map to different objects). In our system, the
tag memory contains the pointer to the handle (the Java reference)
instead of the effective address of the object in memory. This simplifies changing the address of an object during the compacting
garbage collection. For a coherent view of the object graph between the mutator and the garbage collector, the cached address of
an object needs to be updated or invalidated after the move. The
cached fields, however, are not affected by changing the object’s
address, and can stay in the cache. Furthermore, the object cache
reduces the overhead of using handles. If an access is a hit, the cost
for the indirection is zero – the address translation has been already
performed.
The object cache is organized to cache one object per cache line.
If an object needs more space than available in one cache line, fields
with higher indices are not cached. The decision not to cache fields
with higher field indices than words in the cache line simplifies the
tag memory and the hit detection. If we would allow that different
fields of one object can map to the same word in the cache line,
we would need an additional tag entry per field. To compensate
for possible misses with large objects, we explore quite long cache
lines. The cost for the cache line is less then the cost of the tag
memory, as all tags have to be compared in parallel, but the cache
line needs only be read out. For an implementation in an FPGA
this means that the tag memory has to implemented with discrete
registers, but the cache lines can be implemented in standard onchip memory blocks.
As objects thus cannot cross cache lines, the number of words
per cache line is one important design decision to be taken. To
avoid that less frequently accessed fields are cached, a compile time
optimization may rearrange the order of object fields. Both benchmarking results and the results of the static analysis may be used to
classify the access frequency of fields. We investigate two different
behaviors on a cache miss: The first is to fill the whole cache line
on a miss, loading all fields into the cache at once. This might be
attractive if the memory has a longer latency for the first word accessed. The second option is to only load the missed field, which
requires an additional tag bit for each word. It would also be possible to consider tradeoffs between these two extremes, e.g., loading
four words on a cache miss, though this is not explored here.
Figure 1 outlines the differences between a fully associative data
cache, and object caches with word and line fill. While the fully
associative cache in Figure 1(a) uses the actual address as tag, the
object caches use the handle. When filling the whole cache line, it
is not necessary to keep the indirection pointer in the cache (Figure 1(b)). Once an object is cached, the indirection is resolved implicitly. For an object cache with word fill policy (Figure 1(c)), each
word requires a valid flag, and the indirection must also be cached
to allow for efficient loading of words that are not yet cached.
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Figure 1: Comparison of a fully associative cache and object cache variants
For comparison, we also investigate the performance of a field
cache. In this case, cache lines are indexed by both the object
identifier and the index of a field. This kind of a cache needs less
memory space, but a higher associativity to achieve the same performance. As highly-associative caches are expensive, while larger
cache lines are relatively cheap, we did not expect the field cache to
be a viable alternative. However, the field cache, though expensive,
marks the best result achievable with a given cache size, and is thus
a good metric to compare the object cache configurations against.
To simplify static cache analysis we chose to organize the cache
as write through cache. Write back is harder to analyze statically,
as on each possible miss another write back needs to be accounted
for. Furthermore, a write-through cache simplifies the cache coherence protocol for a chip multiprocessor (CMP) system [7]. In
the evaluation, we assume that the cache line is not allocated on
a write. Furthermore, synchronization, which usually requires a
cache flush, has not been considered in the evaluation either.
The object cache is only used for objects and not for arrays. This
is because arrays tend to be larger than objects, and their access
behavior rather exposes spatial locality, in contrast to the temporal
locality of accesses observed for objects. Therefore, we believe that
a cache organized as a small set of prefetch buffers is more adequate
for array data. As on the one hand arrays use a different set of
bytecodes and are thus distinguishable from ordinary objects, but
on the other hand have a structure similar to objects, this decision
does not restrict our choices for further exploration.

5.

DATA CACHE ANALYSIS

The challenge in many static program analyses is to find a way
to merge information from different paths in a precise yet efficient way. For caches, this amounts to taking the union of data
that may be in the cache, and the intersection of data that must
be in the cache. If the address of a datum accessed is known, the
analysis is able to infer that after accessing it, one known cache
line will change, and all others will remain unchanged. For instruction caches, the cache block accessed at some instruction is
always known statically. Intuitively, this is the reason that classifying whether some cache access is a cache hit or a cache miss works
quite well for instruction caches.

If one out of a set of possible memory addresses is potentially
accessed by an instruction, the analysis has to assume that more
than one cache line is affected. More importantly, it is unknown to
the analysis which cache line contains the data after the cache has
been updated. Therefore, if it cannot be shown that all of the addresses accessed have been in the cache before, the analysis cannot
classify an access to a datum with unknown address as cache hit.
For data cache accesses, the address accessed cannot always be
determined precisely. Consequently, a hit or miss classification of
cache accesses does not work well here. Instead, a persistence analysis [3] should be used for data caches. An access is locally persistent within some scope (program fragment, e.g. basic block, loop
or method), if the access might be a cache miss the first time, and
from there on is guarantueed to be a cache hit. For fully-associative
caches using a first-in first-out (FIFO) replacement strategy, persistence is slightly weaker. For FIFO replacement, cache accesses can
be classified as miss once, i.e. one cache access, though not necessarily the first one, will be a cache miss.

5.1 Object Cache Analysis
The details of the object cache analysis are not the focus of this
paper, but some insights into its workings are necessary to interpret the evaluation results. As a consequence of the fact that the
dataflow analysis abstracts the actual program, we do not always
know the exact object a variable points to, but only have a set of
objects the variable may point to at hand. Therefore, we perform
a persistence analysis instead of a hit/miss classification, and try
to identify scopes where accesses to an object are persistent. A
particularly simple criteria for persistency in an object cache with
associativity N is that at most N distinct objects are accessed within
one scope. The main challenge for the analysis is thus to identify
the number of distinct objects possibly accessed in a scope.
With this form of persistence analysis it is irrelevant if the replacement policy is LRU or FIFO. With classic cache analysis,
FIFO replacement results in less hit classifications than LRU replacement [4].
In our analysis framework, we first perform a context sensitive
receiver type analysis, which computes an approximation to the set
of virtual methods possibly invoked at some instruction. Next, we

perform a value analysis, which tries to restrict the set of possible values of (integer) variables, and a loop bound analysis, which
restricts the number of loop iterations.
For the object cache analysis, we perform a symbolic PointsTo analysis for each program fragment of interest. The analysis
assigns a set of object names to each use site of a variable with
reference type. The name of an object is represented by an access path [2], consisting of a root name, and a sequence of field
names. The root names used in the analysis of a virtual method
scope include the implicit this parameter, the names of the reference type parameters passed to the method, and the names of all
static fields with reference type that may be accessed when executing the method. The effect of a getfield instruction is to append
the accessed field to the access paths assigned to the receiver object. For an aaload instruction, which loads a reference from an
array, the access paths are modified depending on the possible values of the index in the analyzed scope. Examples of access paths
thus include this, this.f1.f2 and staticField.f1[0]. The
special name �, denoting the union of all names, is assigned to an
object if either the analysis is not able to infer a meaningful set of
object names, or the number of names exceeds a fixed threshold.
Objects allocated within the analyzed scope are assigned a unique
name depending on the allocation site, if the corresponding new instruction is only executed once in the the analyzed scope. Otherwise, � is assigned as object name. One complicating factor are
aastore instructions and putfield instructions with reference
type, as they might change the object corresponding to one or more
access paths. To this end, the analysis maintains alias sets, which
are modified by aastore / putfield instructions, and merged into
the set of possible access paths associated with an object. The set
of objects affected by these instruction is currently computed based
on the object’s type. Finally note that the analysis is local, i.e. the
analysis results depend on the scope the analysis acts on.
Given the results of the object reference analysis, the next task is
to find out how many distinct objects are accessed within one scope.
This is another optimization problem solvable using IPET: Maximize the number of field accesses, with the constraint that each
object is accessed at most once. If this number can be shown to be
less than the associativity of the cache, the scope is a persistence
region: Each handle access will be a cache miss at the first access
only (LRU cache) or at most one miss (FIFO replacement). This
knowledge is included in the timing model by adding pseudo CFG
nodes modeling the cache misses, and constraints restricting the
execution frequency of this cache miss nodes.
Though the object reference analysis is more localized and easier
than an address analysis, it has its weaknesses, as does every static
analysis. In this case, the problems concern the positive effects of
aliasing on the object cache performance. If two different access
path are known to always point at the same object, they will map to
the same cache line. A typical example is a tree-like data structure
with both children and parent references. We believe that taking the
results of a must-alias analysis into account should help to improve
the analyzed hit rate for this examples. In general, however, it is
intractable to always determine precise must alias information.

5.2

Possible Pitfalls in WCET Analysis Based
Architecture Evaluation

There is an important difference between exploring the timing of
an architecture using average case benchmarking and worst-case
timing analysis. For a given machine code representation of a
benchmark, timings obtained for different architectures all relate
to the same instruction sequence. Even when using different compilers for different architectures, the frequency of different instruc-

tions and cache access patterns stays roughly the same. WCET
analysis, however, computes the maximum time the benchmark
needs on any path. As a consequence, changing one timing parameter of the architecture does not only change the WCET, but may
also lead to a completely different worst-case path. This may cause
the designer to draw the wrong conclusions when investigating one
component of the architecture, e.g. the data cache.
As an example, consider investigating a set-associative instruction cache by means of WCET analysis. For one particular benchmark and a given associativity, assume there are two execution
traces with roughly the same WCET. On one path, cache miss costs
due to cache conflicts make up a significant fraction of the WCET,
while in the second one, cache costs do not influence the WCET at
all.
Increasing the associativity of the cache, to a lower the number
of cache conflicts, the first path will become significantly cheaper
to execute. But the WCET will stay roughly the same, as the second path is now the dominating worst-case path. The designer
might conclude that increasing the associativity has little effect on
the execution time, if she is not aware that the worst-case path has
changed. In general, while absolute comparisons (X is better than
Y) are valid, relative comparisons (X is twice as good as Y) have
to be analyzed carefully to avoid drawing wrong conclusions. This
problem is well known amongst computer architecture designers
aiming to minimize the worst-case timing delay in chip designs,
but does not occur in simulation-based architecture evaluation.
We investigate the cache on its own, isolating it as far as possible
from other characteristics of the target. Therefore, we do not suffer
from the problem that a different worst-case path changes the relative contribution of e.g. arithmetic to load/store instructions. Still,
it should be kept in mind that switching the worst-case path might
distort relative comparisons.
As the analysis assumes the worst possible cache state when entering a scope, embedding the scope in a larger context cannot increase the costs for object accesses. Consider the case where an
object is accessed only once within a scope. The analysis then has
to assume a cache miss within this scope. However, when embedding the scope in a larger context, it may be possibly to classify this
access as cache hit, because the object may have been accessed in
the larger context.

6.

DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION

The WCET analysis results will guide the design of the object
cache. In the following section the evaluation methodology is explained and different cache organizations are analyzed with five different embedded Java benchmarks.

6.1 Evaluation Methodology
For the evaluation of the object cache we consider several different system configurations: (1) the main memory is varied between
a fast SRAM memory and a SDRAM memory with a higher latency; (2) uniprocessor and a 8 core chip-multiprocessor are considered. Finally we explore the difference between single word and
full cache line loads on a cache miss. To compare the WCET analysis results with average case measurements the same configurations
as in [11] are used.
The best cache configuration is dependent on the properties of
the next level in the memory hierarchy. Longer latencies favor
longer cache lines to spread the latency over possible hits due to
spatial locality. Therefore, we evaluate two different memory configuration that are common in embedded systems: static memory
(SRAM) and synchronous DRAM (SDRAM). For the SRAM configuration we assume a latency of two cycles for a 32 bit word read

Table 1: Miss penalty for a memory read operation in clock
cycles
8 core CMP
1 CPU

min.

max.

2
4
8
12
14
18

2
4
8
12
14
18

17
35
71
107
125
162

SRAM 1w
SRAM 2w
SRAM 4w
SDRAM 1w
SDRAM 2w
SDRAM 4w

access. As an example of the SDRAM we select the IS42S16160B,
the memory chip that is used on the Altera DE2-70 FPGA board.
The latency for a read, including the latency in the memory controller, is assumed to be 10 cycles. The maximum burst length is 8
locations. As the memory interface is 16 bit, four 32 bit words can
be read in 8 clock cycles. The resulting miss penalty for a single
word read is 12 clock cycles, for a burst of 4 words 18 clock cycles.
For longer cache lines the SDRAM can be used in page burst mode.
With page burst mode, up to a whole page can be transferred in one
burst. For shorter bursts the transfer has to be explicitly stopped by
the memory controller. We assume the same latency of 10 clock
cycles in the page burst mode.
Furthermore, a single processor configuration and a CMP configuration of 8 processor cores are compared. The CMP configuration
is according to an implementation of a JOP CMP system on the
Altera DE2-70 board. As shared caches severly complicate cache
analysis (or even make it impossible), each core is assumed to have
its own object cache. The memory access is arbitrated in TDMA
mode with a minimum slot length s to fulfill a read request according to the cache line length. For n CPUs the TDMA round is n × s
cycles. The effective access time depends on the phasing between
the access request and the TDMA schedule. In the best case, the access is requested at the begin of the slot for the CPU and is tmin = s
cycles. In the worst case, the request is issued just in the second
cycle of the slot and the CPU has to wait a full TDMA round till
the start of the next slot:
tmax = n × s − 1 + s = (n + 1) × s − 1
In contrast to [11] we use the worst-case access time for the miss
penalty. Table 1 shows the memory access times (miss penalty) for
the different configurations.

6.2

The Benchmarks

For the evaluation of different object cache configurations we
used five different benchmarks. Lift is a tiny, but real world, embedded application. It controls a lift in an automation factory. The
next two benchmarks have two different implementations of JOP’s
TCP/IP stack at their core. Both UdpIp and Ejip are artificial client/server applications exchanging data via the TCP/IP stack. Although the client and server code are artificial, the TCP/IP stack,
which contains most of the code, is also used in industrial applications. The benchmarks are part of the embedded Java benchmark
JemBench [12].
The fourth application we use, the trading benchmark, is based
on the demo application presented in [1].3 It emulates a financial transaction system, which must react to market changes within
3 We thank Eric Bruno and Greg Bollella for open-sourcing this
demo application. It is available at http://www.ericbruno.com.

a bounded amount of time. One thread receives the market updates, while a second thread continuously checks whether any sell
or buy orders should be placed. For the evaluation, we chose the
method OrderManager.checkForTrade(), which performs the
core functionality of the trader thread.
The final application (Cruise Control) chosen for evaluation is a
cruise control that controls the throttle and brake of a simple car
model. The application reads speed sensor messages from each
wheel and target speed messages from a higher-level control system. One thread per wheel filters the speed messages. A speed
manager thread fuses the filtered wheel speeds and provides the
current speed and the target speed to the actual control algorithm.
The thread to dispatch messages to the individual threads for further processing is the most interesting thread for our analysis, as it
accesses a number of objects while parsing the raw message and
translating it to an internal representation.

6.3 Evaluation
Figures 2–6 illustrate the miss penalty per field access as derived
from the WCET analysis. The horizontal axis is labeled with the associativity of the cache configuration. N0 is the cache miss penalty
if no cache is used at all, Nk groups samples with associativity k.
Different colors of the bars correspond to different cache line configurations. Cache configurations with a line size of j words are
denoted by L j . The suffix − f ill indicates that full line fill was assumed.
Table 2 displays the detailed analysis results for the UDP/IP
benchmark. To save space, only the most interesting results of one
table are included here. The complete tables are available in an
accompanying technical report [11]. The results are shown for a
cache configuration with single word fill on a miss, complete line
fill on a miss, and as a reference a cache configuration for single
words, as we have presented it in [13].
From the results we can see that the maximum analyzable hit rate
without line fill is between 46 % and 93 % [11]. This hit rate can
be achieved with a moderate associativity between 2 and 16 way,
depending on the program.
When the cache is configured with full line fill the hit rate naturally is increased as some fields that are later used will be loaded
on the line fill. Longer lines result in higher hit rates. However, the
miss penalty also increases and so the miss cycles per field access.
The best configuration depends on the relation between latency and
bandwidth of the main memory. For a main memory with a short
latency, as represented by the SRAM configuration, individual field
loads on a miss give a better miss cycles per access rate than filling
the whole cache line.
For the SDRAM memory the optimal line size and whether individual fields should be filled is not so clear. There is at least one
configuration for every benchmark, where a line fill configuration
with 8 to 32 bytes per line (depending on the benchmark) performs
better than the individual field fill. However, there is no single line
size, which gives better results on line fill than on word fill for all
benchmarks. Moreover, the performance gained using the optimal
line fill configuration is relatively small. Choosing the line size optimal for one benchmark, results in a higher miss penalty for other
benchmarks than using a word fill configuration. This result is a
little bit different from average-case measurements with DaCapo
application benchmarks [11]. With the DaCapo benchmarks single
field fill was always more efficient than loading whole cache lines,
which indicates only small spatial locality in heap allocated objects.
For these reasons, we lean slightly towards filling only individual
fields even with a SDRAM main memory.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed the use of WCET analysis techniques
for computer architecture exploration. Using static timing analysis
in an early design stage helps to identify whether it will be possible
to derive precise execution time bounds. For real-time systems, it
is therefore a good complement to simulation based evaluation.
We have applied this approach to the design of the object cache,
a data cache for heap allocated objects. The results have been comparable to the results obtained using simulations before, indicating
that the cache design indeed enables precise WCET analysis.
We have evaluated different object cache configurations with five
non-trivial application benchmarks and it is possible to analyze
guaranteed hits between 46 % and 93 %. The results with a high
latency memory show that object field accesses have a low spatial locality. The hits came mainly from temporal locality. Only
some dedicated cache line sizes benefit from a full line fill, but not
a single configuration works well for all benchmarks. Therefore,
we argue to better fill only individual words on a miss and provide
long cache lines to fill most of the object fields.
We believe that applying WCET analysis techniques to evaluate computer architecture features is worth the effort. We will use
the insights obtained so far for the implementation of JOP’s split
cache architecture. We will further investigate the potential and
shortcomings of this technique, and plan to apply it to obtain quantitative comparisons of other components.
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Table 2: Object cache hit rate and miss penalty per field access for the UDP/IP benchmark.
Field access cost per access
Cache
Type

Uniprocessor

8 core CMP

Size

Line

Assoc.

Hit rate

SRAM

SDRAM

SRAM

SDRAM

word fill

0B
4B
8B
16 B
32 B
64 B
8B
16 B
32 B
64 B
128 B
16 B
32 B
64 B
128 B
256 B

128 B
4B
8B
16 B
32 B
64 B
4B
8B
16 B
32 B
64 B
4B
8B
16 B
32 B
64 B

0 way
1 way
1 way
1 way
1 way
1 way
2 way
2 way
2 way
2 way
2 way
4 way
4 way
4 way
4 way
4 way

0.00 %
0.00 %
25.00 %
58.33 %
54.17 %
54.17 %
2.08 %
27.08 %
60.42 %
62.50 %
62.50 %
2.08 %
27.08 %
60.42 %
66.67 %
66.67 %

2.00
2.00
1.50
0.83
0.92
0.92
1.96
1.46
0.79
0.75
0.75
1.96
1.46
0.79
0.67
0.67

12.00
12.00
9.00
5.00
5.50
5.50
11.75
8.75
4.75
4.50
4.50
11.75
8.75
4.75
4.00
4.00

17.00
17.00
12.75
7.08
7.79
7.79
16.65
12.40
6.73
6.38
6.38
16.65
12.40
6.73
5.67
5.67

161.00
161.00
120.75
67.08
73.79
73.79
157.65
117.40
63.73
60.38
60.38
157.65
117.40
63.73
53.67
53.67

line fill

0B
4B
8B
16 B
32 B
64 B
8B
16 B
32 B
64 B
256 B
16 B
32 B
64 B
256 B
512 B

128 B
4B
8B
16 B
32 B
64 B
4B
8B
16 B
32 B
128 B
4B
8B
16 B
64 B
128 B

0 way
1 way
1 way
1 way
1 way
1 way
2 way
2 way
2 way
2 way
2 way
4 way
4 way
4 way
4 way
4 way

0.00 %
0.00 %
29.17 %
70.83 %
66.67 %
66.67 %
2.08 %
31.25 %
72.92 %
79.17 %
79.17 %
2.08 %
31.25 %
72.92 %
83.33 %
83.33 %

2.00
2.00
1.75
1.58
5.33
10.67
1.96
1.54
1.04
3.33
13.33
1.96
1.54
1.04
5.33
10.67

12.00
12.00
8.83
4.50
8.67
14.00
11.75
8.42
3.75
5.42
15.42
11.75
8.42
3.75
7.00
12.33

17.00
17.00
14.71
12.96
43.00
85.67
16.65
13.02
8.60
26.88
106.88
16.65
13.02
8.60
42.83
85.50

161.00
161.00
114.04
46.96
101.67
197.67
157.65
110.69
43.60
63.54
243.54
157.65
110.69
43.60
98.83
194.83

0B
4B
8B
16 B
32 B
64 B

4B
4B
4B
4B
4B
4B

0 way
1 way
2 way
4 way
8 way
16 way

0.00 %
0.00 %
4.17 %
62.50 %
66.67 %
66.67 %

2.00
2.00
1.92
0.75
0.67
0.67

12.00
12.00
11.50
4.50
4.00
4.00

17.00
17.00
16.29
6.38
5.67
5.67

161.00
161.00
154.29
60.38
53.67
53.67

single field

